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Old Turtle is known for her unmatched wisdom, but no one knows
if she is merely legend or if she can indeed help them find the
answers for which they search. Once they find the one person
who knows the truth about Old Turtle, a trusted few set out on
a journey to locate the enormous creature. She leaves them,
children and adults alike, with knowledge that speaks to their
hearts and is sure to guide them throughout the rest of their days
on earth, allowing them to travel home with renewed peace and
resolution.
Wood’s masterfully written story brings readers an inspiring and
thought-provoking book about life itself. It will deeply touch the
lives of those who read it by providing wonderful insights into
life’s most perplexing questions in a way so simple that children
can understand its truths. In describing the concept of death,
Old Turtle states that it “is but the shadow cast by our living …
in death we simply return to the source of our life.” Her simple
and comforting words are reassuring and may provide needed
guidance for young children dealing with the loss of a loved one.
The subtle illustrations are mesmerizing and add significantly
to the overall tone of the text. In the end, Old Turtle leaves
her readers with a beautiful message that each day is a new
beginning where we all can create our own legacy, a sentiment
from which children worldwide can benefit.
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